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GLENVIEW EDUCATION FOUNDATION 
2012-13 GRANT APPLICATION FORM 

Supporting District 34’s Tradition of Educational Excellence 

Application Deadline is October 29, 2012 
Please submit your grant application as an electronic attachment to GEF at 
grants@gef34.org.  

 
Applicant Information 

 
Applicant Name(s): Elena Ryan and Dava Kondiles 
Position: 6-8th grade General Music and Choir teachers 
School/Affiliation: Attea Middle School and Springman Middle School 
Work Phone: 847-657-2007 (Elena Ryan)  
Contact Email: emryan@glenview34.org  
Email addresses for all additional Participating Educators: dkondiles@glenview34.org   
Date: October 29, 2012  
My principal/supervisor has approved this proposal:  _X_yes   ___no 

 
Project Information 

Project Title: ChordBuddy Guitar  
Start Date:  As soon as the materials arrive we can begin to teach guitar to our classes. 
Estimated time: February 2013 
School(s) and Grade Level(s) where project will be implemented: 6th, 7th, and 8th graders at 
Attea Middle School and Springman Middle School 
 

Executive summary: 
 

 
 

With the use of the ChordBuddy guitar system, every middle school student will learn 

how to play songs on the guitar.  This device makes playing the guitar quick, easy, and 

accessible for all learners.  It is a differentiated device that simplifies guitar playing for students 

without prior guitar experience while providing additional challenges for experienced learners.  
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Each general music classroom will have 17 guitars, with 17 ChordBuddies attached, and 17 

ChordBuddy books/DVDs.  The inventor of this product has agreed to fly to Chicago and work 

with our students once the ChordBuddy system arrives. This is an opportunity to give our 

students the gift of playing an instrument that is timeless and popular.  

The ChordBuddy is a plastic attachment that goes onto the fret board of the guitar and 

rests above the strings.  Each colored tab represents a different chord - similar to the popular 

“Guitar Hero” video game children play on PlayStation and Xbox, only it removes them from the 

TV and has them playing the actual guitar.  The 4 chords you can play are C, D, G, & E minor.  

The system comes with a DVD, a 2-month lesson plan, and a songbook with over 100 songs.  

The player slowly removes the colored tabs from the plastic device and eventually plays without 

the assistance of the device.  It is our plan to use this system with all 6th, 7th, and 8th graders in 

general music.  The implementation of guitar into the general music curriculum would be a 

permanent change and will be offered to every student that comes through the Middle Schools 

from 2012-forever.  

Detailed Explanation of the Project 
1. STAR Initiatives 

This program reaches 3 of the GEF STAR initiatives: Teacher Investment, At-Risk Support, 

and Readiness Skills.  We are excited that we are able to reach these 3 areas with 1 program, as 

the end result is better learning and academic achievement for our students.  

Teacher Investment 

Being a high-caliber music teacher means teaching the curriculum to students in a variety of 

ways while engaging them fully in the learning process. It also means that we remain up-to-date 

and innovative with the latest technologies available in music education. With the purchase of 

the ChordBuddy system and guitars, Dava Kondiles and Elena Ryan will be able to incorporate 
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guitar as a tool for teaching our curriculum. The teachers will use ChordBuddy prior to working 

with the kids to enhance their own knowledge and ability level on the guitar. Once the grant is 

approved and the guitars reach the schools, Kondiles and Ryan can meet and collaborate on 

lesson plans and assessments.  During monthly collaboration time Kondiles and Ryan will 

continue to share knowledge, tools, and successes of the ChordBuddy system and refine the 

teaching of guitar in our middle schools.  

The general music classrooms would also experience a wonderful change in the classroom 

environment, as the guitars will hang on the walls when they are not being played.  Wall hangers 

will be installed in the rooms and the guitars will spend the school year hung up on the walls, and 

the summer in the black bags that come with the guitars. When one walks into a room that has 17 

guitars hanging on a wall, you know something magical is going to happen and that music is 

actively being made. That is the room our students deserve to learn in, and this is the 

environment the ChordBuddy grant can provide.   

It is without hesitation that we can say this device will engage our students in the learning 

process. Guitar is one of the instruments that every child wishes they could play, and now we can 

give that experience to them.  Our students can be included in the 50 million people worldwide 

who play the guitar.  

At-Risk Support 

The ChordBuddy was invented to eliminate the initial frustrations that kids feel when they 

start to learn the guitar. The first 3 lessons are usually focused on learning to hold down the 

strings tight enough, know what frets to hold down to play chords, and learning how many 

strings to strum to play a song. These steps are all achieved with 100% accuracy when the 

ChordBuddy system is used, and that is why it will increase learning engagement, academic 
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performance, and give every student we teach the feeling of “Yes, I can do it! I can play the 

guitar!”  As long as you know the colors blue, green, yellow, and red, you can play this guitar 

using this system.  Giving children of all ability levels the same chance for success on the guitar 

will only be achieved if we use the ChordBuddy.    

Readiness Skills 

We know that our students will remain life-long learners of music after they leave our 

classrooms.  We know that they will listen to music for the rest of their lives and guitar will 

always be a part of that.  This learning experience will require students to manage their own 

practice time, keep accurate practice logs, perform in front of an audience, play with an 

ensemble, and other skills that transfer into multiple areas of academic and non-academic life.  

Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences has a level of musical intelligence and 

interpersonal intelligence, working with others; we see both of these at work when playing the 

guitar in the general music classroom.  Gardner also recognizes that a variety of decisions must 

be made when choosing media that is appropriate to a learning style.  Sound, color, and 

performance are all detailed as media that can impact learning; this program reaches all 3 of 

these areas.  

There are many studies that demonstrate the positive relationship of children’s intelligence 

and learning an instrument.  It is our wish that every middle school child could be in band, choir, 

or orchestra, but that is not able to happen at this time. Our responsibility in general music, then, 

is to advance student learning in music and give them experiences that a band, choir, or orchestra 

student has by virtue of being a member of an ensemble and learning an instrument. Once they 

see how attainable being a guitar player is with the ChordBuddy system, we will open the music 

inside of each child and they can use the guitar as a way to share their inner musician!  
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2. Scholastic Impact:  
The District 34 General Music curriculum has goal areas that are aligned with National 

Standards 1-9 of the National Association for Music Education and Illinois State Goals 25, 26, 

and 27 for Music Education.  The use of guitar in our classrooms through the ChordBuddy 

system will be used in conjunction with other units to reach 8 of those 9 goal areas.  

1. Singing alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music 

2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music 

3. Improvise melodies, variations, and accompaniments 

4. Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines 

5. Reading and notating music 

6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music 

7. Evaluate music and music performances 

9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture 

Currently, Attea and Springman students learn these standards and goals using a variety 

of instruments and methods. We have success with our students in the areas of composition, 

reading music, and performing in general music.  The instruments we use differ between the two 

schools and range from the Appalachian Dulcimer to the xylophone to the keyboard.  The 

purchase of these guitars will align the two schools and allow the teachers to approach the 

curricular objectives the same way.  Every 6th, 7th,and 8th grader in the district will be able to 

play the same instrument and music selections, take common assessments, and reach the same 

learning targets using the ChordBuddy system and guitars.  

 The inventor of this system is Travis Perry, from Dothan, Alabama. He has been very 

helpful in the writing of this grant and has answered emails and phone calls pertaining to the 

current use of the system in schools.  This product was presented on the television show Shark 
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Tank on February 3, 2012. Since then it has been purchased by schools in the country and has 

been given positive recognition by the Alabama Music Educators Association.  Mr. Perry works 

with the schools that incorporate his device to ensure that the kids are successful. Below are 2 

photos of Mr. Perry working with students on their first day of playing the guitar. It will be a 

great enrichment opportunity for our kids to work with the inventor of the ChordBuddy and the 

guitar associated with the system.  We believe it will engage them in the learning process and 

capture their attention to be life-long guitar players.  The interaction with the inventor will be 

filmed so that it can be shown to future classes who come through Attea and Springman.  We 

also plan to show the Shark Tank clip of Mr. Perry receiving funding for his invention, providing 

another personal connection for the kids.  

  

3. Scale, Scope and Duration of the Project:  

Over 1,500 students take Middle School General Music each year at Attea and Springman.  

Dava Kondiles and Elena Ryan are the collaborators for this grant and together they are the 

professional learning community for middle school music in District 34.  Every year students 

have 13 weeks of music for 42 minutes, every other day.  This program will benefit every child 

in the district, bringing them the experience and skills usually received from private guitar 

lessons.  When treated well, guitars last forever, and it is our plan that with minor maintenance 

we can keep these instruments in great condition for many years to come.  This is why we have 
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included the purchase of strings in the order - we know that kids will accidentally break strings 

and want to be prepared for those moments.  

As soon as the purchase order arrives we will have the mounts put on our walls and hang the 

guitars up. We will begin to teach the guitar within 1-2 months of arrival of materials. This will 

allow the teachers to become familiar with the system, make lesson plans, make assessments, 

and plan the work to be done with Mr. Perry.  Assessing the outcomes of this program will 

happen within the first 42 minutes of using it with the kids.  If every child can play 1 song, then 

we have met our primary goal.  The successes that follow will be an extension of that initial 

triumph.  

4. Clear Measures of Success and Assessment Strategy:  

The goal of teaching any instrument is to have students play music with a certain level of 

accuracy and consistency. The ChordBuddy system comes with a curriculum and steps to get 

students started playing.  Attea received a sample guitar and ChordBuddy to test, and within 

moments a group of 6th grade X-Block students were taking turns playing “Silver Bells” and “Let 

it Be.”  The success of playing a song was instant and the students were filled with excitement 

and enthusiasm for the guitar and ChordBuddy.  Students will be able to play songs within 

moments. The benefit of having 17 guitars in a room is that students will have to share guitars. 

This has them working in cooperative groups to learn an instrument and we will be able to match 

students in groups based on ability.  We will match experienced guitar players with new players 

and they can work together on assignments.  Experienced players will have differentiated 

assessments to accommodate their advanced placement.   

Success of the program will be measured with these questions: 

* Can students play 4 chords on the guitar? 
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* Can students play a series of chords with accurate rhythm to play a well-known song? 

* Can all students of varying ability levels achieve the same core level of success on the guitar? 

* Can students who already know how to play the guitar advance even more with this system? 

We believe that ChordBuddy will be a success in the classroom. The assessments will be 

based on a student’s ability to play a song, compose a song, and be proficient on the guitar.  

After 1 trimester of implementation we will know if guitar and ChordBuddy has accomplished 

its goal.   

5. Practicality and Feasibility:  

Purchasing 34 guitars that will be used by thousands of students is extremely cost-effective. 

By purchasing all materials through the ChordBuddy company we will minimize cost and ensure 

that the kids are playing on a quality guitar.  We also have the personal guarantee of the owner, 

giving us a lifelong link to the company.  

The guitar is a practical instrument to invest in, as it is perennially in style and popular to 

learn.  The middle school child thrives on learning things quickly and seeing success within 

minutes of trying something new. The ChordBuddy facilitates that success for all learners.  The 

trial done at Attea’s X-Block demonstrated that students are quickly drawn into learning guitar 

with this system.  This is a timeless instrument and an amazing tool for teaching!  

6. Budget:  

ITEMS QUANTITY COST TOTAL 
ChordBuddy Youth Acoustic 
Combo: Includes a guitar, the 
teaching system, and Chord Buddy 
attachment 

34 $179.95 $ 6,118.30 

D’addario Medium Strings 15 
 

$8.95 $ 134.25 

Stylz Guitar Keeper- Blues 15 $19.95 $ 299.25 
Stylz Guitar Keeper- Jazz 15 $19.95 $ 299.25 

Shipping   $ 160.00 
Total Cost   $ 7,011.05 
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Company Website: 
http://www.chordbuddy.com 
Video of the device being used: http://youtu.be/DdVyk6pqJTo 
 

 
 
All of the items included in the package: 
The ChordBuddy Youth Acoustic Guitar features a rosewood bridge and neck, sealed tuning 
keys, quality tone, wood construction, and an adjustable truss rod. All Perry Guitars are play-
tested in Dothan, Alabama. Package includes a ChordBuddy, ChordBuddy Song Book, 
ChordBuddy Instructional DVD, Gig Bag, Tuner, Pick and a Youth Dreadnought Style Steel 
String Guitar. 
 
http://www.chordbuddy.com/combo-packages/chordbuddy-youth-acoustic-combo 
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Extra Strings 
http://www.chordbuddy.com/accessories/d-addario-medium-strings 

 
 
 
Wall hanging device 
http://www.chordbuddy.com/accessories/stylz-guitar-keeper-jazz 
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http://www.chordbuddy.com/accessories/stylz-guitar-keeper-blues 

 
 
 


